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Abstract

Controller synthesis can be seen as an alternative to
controller verification, in which controllers are directly
synthesized from a model of the possible evolutions of
a system to be controlled and from properties to be sat-
isfied. This paper presents the application of controller
synthesis to observation satellites, and more precisely to
two case studies: the control of a digital signal processor,
and the control of connexions between detector lines of
an observation instrument and the mass memory. The ap-
proach used is model-based, and models are defined using
the flexibility of constraint programming languages.

1 Introduction

In the very large sense, a controller is a tool able to re-
act continuously to every possible situation in its domain
of control using appropriate actions. More precisely, a
controller takes as input observation data from the sys-
tem it controls and returns as outputs actions supposed to
guarantee that some desired properties will always be sat-
isfied. Such properties can be for example safety proper-
ties or liveness properties. The former express that some
condition on the system state must always hold. The latter
express that some condition must hold at a future step.

A standard approach to the definition of controllers is
a two-step procedure in which, first, the complete behav-
ior of the controller is specified (e.g. using deterministic
automata), and second, the desired properties are checked.
If property checking fails, the initial specification is re-
vised, properties are checked again, and so on, until a
valid controller is found. An alternative way of building
valid controllers is controller synthesis, a one-step proce-
dure in which a full controller is directly synthesized from
a declarative model representing the possible evolutions
of the system to be controlled and from the set of prop-
erties to be satisfied. Such a synthesis can be difficult to
achieve, but the resulting controller is directly valid by
construction.

Several proposals for controller synthesis have been
developed recently [1, 2, 9, 11, 10]. This paper presents
the application of one these approaches [10] to observa-
tion satellites. More precisely, we show how controller
synthesis can be applied to two case studies: the con-
trol of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), and the manage-

ment of connexions between an observation instrument
and the mass memory. The framework and methodology
described are however not reduced to observation satel-
lites and can be applied to autonomous systems in general.

The main features of the model-based framework and
algorithm used are:

• a constraint-based nature, in the sense that the de-
sired properties and models of systems to be con-
trolled are expressed using a constraint program-
ming language. This constraint-based nature has two
mains advantages: first, a greater flexibility for mod-
elers (e.g. integer-valued attributes and complex con-
straints can be used), and second, the potential reuse
of efficient constraint programming techniques;

• the ability to handle non determinism in the evolution
of the system controlled;

• the ability to handle partial observability of the real
state of the system controlled (some attributes of the
state may remain unobserved);

• the ability to synthesize finite-state controllers: the
controllers built are allowed to maintain a kind of
internal memory, similar to the current state in a
finite-state automaton; such finite-state controllers
are more general than memoryless controllers map-
ping observations to controller outputs.

The paper is organized as follows: we first present
the constraint-based framework used (Section 2), and then
apply it to the two case studies mentioned earlier: the
DSP (Section 3) and the controller of connexions (Sec-
tion 4). We conclude with some comparisons and per-
spectives (Section 5).

2 Controller synthesis framework

Control models This section recalls the main defini-
tions presented in [10]. We model the attributes of the
controlled system using a finite set S of variables. This
set is partitioned into a set O of observable variables and
a set S \ O of unobservable variables. The outputs of the
controller are similarly modeled by a finite set C of vari-
ables. All variables v ∈ S ∪C are assumed to have a finite
domain of values denoted d(v). Given a set of variables V ,



d(V) denotes the Cartesian product of the domains of the
variables in V (assuming an order on the variables in V so
that this Cartesian product is well defined). Each element
s ∈ d(S ) (resp. o ∈ d(O), c ∈ d(C)), is called a state
(resp. an observation, a control). Given a state s, o(s) de-
notes the assignment of the variables of O in s, that is the
observation associated with s.

We consider a framework involving non-determinism
both in the initial state and in the possible effects of the
controller outputs. This non-determinism is modeled by
two relations: an initialization relation I, which contains
assignments s corresponding to possible initial states, and
a transition relation T , which contains triples (s, c, s′)
such that s′ is a possible successor of s when control c
is performed.

Last, preconditions can be imposed on controller out-
puts. They can model either physical limitations, or par-
tial specifications of the controller, to be completed by the
synthesis task. They are modeled using a feasibility rela-
tion F, which contains pairs (s, c) such that control c is
feasible in state s. The only assumption made is that a
feasible control cannot block the evolution of the system:
∀s ∈ d(S ), ∀c ∈ d(C), F(s, c)→ (∃s′ ∈ d(S ), T (s, c, s′)).

In the models developed, relations I, T , and F will be
expressed as sets of constraints, in order to obtain compact
and efficient models. All previous elements are gathered
in the notion of control model.

Definition 1 A control model is a tuple (S ,O,C, I,T, F)
such that S is a finite set of finite-domain variables called
state variables; O ⊂ S is a set of observable state vari-
ables; C is a finite set of finite-domain variables called
control variables; I ⊂ d(S ) is the initialization rela-
tion; T ⊂ d(S ) × d(C) × d(S ) is the transition relation;
F ⊂ d(S )×d(C) is the feasibility relation; ∀s ∈ d(S ), ∀c ∈
d(C), F(s, c)→ (∃s′ ∈ d(S ), T (s, c, s′)).

We then define a decision policy Π for a control model
as a memoryless controller, mapping the last observation
made o ∈ d(O) to a control c ∈ d(C). Π(o) = c means
that the output of the controller is c when observation o is
made. A policy may be partial in the sense that Π(o) can
be undefined for some o ∈ d(O). Partial policies are useful
to define the controller behavior only on the set of reach-
able states of the system. We are also interested in appli-
cable policies that specify only feasible decisions. These
elements are formalized below.

Definition 2 A policy for a control model
(S ,O,C, I,T, F) is a partial function Π : d(O) → d(C).
The domain of Π is d(Π) = {o ∈ d(O) |Π(o) defined}.

Definition 3 Let Π be a policy for a control model
(S ,O,C, I,T, F). A trajectory induced by Π is a sequence
[s0, . . . sn] such that (i) I(s0) holds, (ii) for all i ∈ [1..n],

o(si−1) ∈ d(Π) and T (si−1,Π(o(si−1)), si) hold, and (iii)
o(sn) < d(Π) if n < +∞. When n < +∞ (resp. n = +∞),
the trajectory is said to be finite (resp. infinite). The set of
reachable states induced by Π is the set of states appearing
in at least one trajectory induced by Π.

Definition 4 A policy Π for a control model
(S ,O,C, I,T, F) is said to be applicable if and
only if for every reachable state s induced by Π,
(o(s) ∈ d(Π))→ F(s,Π(o(s))).

Policies introduced in Definition 2 are memoryless
since all past observations, but the current one, are not
considered to determine a controller output. An oppo-
site approach considers belief-state based policies whose
outputs at each step may depend on all past observa-
tions [3]. An intermediate approach [4] is finite-state con-
trollers. Such controllers maintain an internal state num-
ber q ∈ [1..N], with N a fixed integer. They are defined
by mappings (o, q) → (c, q′) expressing that when the
controller makes observation o and is in internal state q,
it outputs control c and changes its internal state to q′.
Thanks to internal memory q ∈ [1..N], the controller may
record some features (but not necessarily all) concerning
past observations, and some problems which do not admit
memoryless controllers admit finite-state controllers. As
shown in [10], the problem of building a finite-state con-
troller having N internal states can be cast into the prob-
lem of building a memoryless controller, by adding new
state and control variables. See [10] for more details.

Control problems Given a control model, several re-
quirements can be imposed on the possible evolutions of
the controlled system. The objective can be to find an ap-
plicable policy so that all trajectories terminate in a goal
state (goal-oriented control problem), to find an applica-
ble policy so that some properties are satisfied at each
step over an infinite horizon (safety-oriented control prob-
lem), or to find an applicable policy so that all trajectories
both terminate in a goal state and satisfy some proper-
ties at each step (goal and safety-oriented control prob-
lem). These problems are defined below. Other control
problems could be considered, such as problems involv-
ing liveness properties [6].

Definition 5 A goal-oriented control problem is a pair
Pb = (M, PG) with M a control model and PG ⊂ d(S )
a relation called goal relation. A solution to problem Pb
is an applicable policy Π for M such that all trajectories
[s0, . . . , sn] induced by Π are finite and verify PG(sn).

A safety-oriented control problem is a pair Pb =

(M, PS ) with M a control model and PS ⊂ d(S ) a relation
called safety relation. A solution to Pb is an applicable
policy Π for M such that all trajectories induced by Π are
infinite and all states they involve satisfy PS .



A goal and safety-oriented control problem is a triple
Pb = (M, PG, PS ) with M a control model, PG ⊂ d(S )
the goal relation, and PS ⊂ d(S ) the safety relation. A
solution to Pb is an applicable policy Π for M such that
all trajectories [s0, . . . , sn] induced by Π are finite, verify
PG(sn), and all states they involve satisfy PS .

Resolution techniques The Simulate and Branch (SB)
strategy proposed in [10] to solve these problems consists,
given a current controller, in exploring the set of reach-
able states of the system using this controller (simulation
phase) and in extending the controller when an uncovered
state is encountered (branching phase). Backtracks on
branching decisions are also made when an inconsistency
is revealed. Other techniques such as recording, conflict-
based backjumping, and generic heuristics are also used
to improve search efficiency. The SB procedure is imple-
mented in a tool called Dyncode, based on the Gecode
constraint programming library [8].

Methodology The case studies considered thereafter
correspond to the synthesis of controllers for modules re-
sponsible for handling a subsystem of a satellite. To do
this, we first identify control and state variables (C and
S ), as well as the observable part of the system (variables
in O ⊂ S ). We then judge whether internal memory for the
controller could help in controlling the system, in which
cases these internal memory variables are added in S , to-
gether with special control variables in C allowing these
memory variables to be completely controlled by the con-
troller.

We then identify the “causal” dependencies between
the different variables, by building a dependency graph in
the form given in Figure 1. This figure shows that con-
troller outputs belong to three categories: (1) outputs in
direction of the controlled system (commands), responsi-
ble for driving the system towards appropriate configura-
tions, (2) outputs in direction of higher-level modules (di-
agnoses on the current state of the subsystem), and (3) out-
puts updating the internal memory of the controller, which
allow features concerning past observations or past com-
mands to be recorded. In Figure 1, the evolution of the
state of the system to be controlled depends on the com-
mands it receives and on the state at the previous step,
modeled by a special box labeled with pre (relation tran-
sition T (S ,C, S ′), expressed here in the equivalent form
T (pre(S ),C, S )). The outputs of the controller depend on
the last state of the internal memory and on the last obser-
vations performed on the system.

Once qualitative dependencies have been identified,
the initialization relation (I), the transition relation (T ),
the feasibility relation (F), and the safety/goal relation
(PS /PG) are successively defined, as sets of constraints. In

the following, we use this methodology and solver Dyn-
code for two case studies in the space domain.
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Figure 1. Generic dependency graph

3 Case #1: Digital Signal Processor (DSP)

We consider an Earth observing satellite whose mis-
sion is to detect hot points (forest fires, volcanic erup-
tions...) at the Earth surface. To do this, the satellite
is equipped with a wide swath detection instrument and
with a component called Digital Signal Processor (DSP),
able to analyze images and detect whether they contain
hot spots. The DSP is composed of three elements: (1)
an analyzer, which analyzes received images, (2) a circuit,
which provides current to the analyzer, and (3) a switch,
which behaves like a push-button and allows tension to be
present in the circuit. The DSP also receives requests to
be switched on or off from higher-level modules.

At each step, the controller (or policy) of the DSP
must return several outputs: a signal indicating whether
a hot spot has been detected, signals indicating whether
the DSP is correctly running or not (fault detection), and
a command on the switch of the DSP.

Faults may occur on each element of the DSP. If the
analyzer is not faulty and if it receives current, then the
detection of hot spots is correct. If the analyzer is faulty,
then it detects neither the presence nor the absence of hot
spots. If the circuit is faulty, then the analyzer receives no
current and does not run. If the switch is faulty (switch
blocked in the on or off position), then the tension in the
circuit does not necessarily reflect the tension command
applied via the switch.

The safety property to be satisfied is that, at each step,
if no fault is present, the DSP must return a correct anal-
ysis if it has been switched on, and no analysis if it has
been switched off.

3.1 Control model and control problem
State variables (S ) In order to model this problem, we
use the following state variables:



switchOn ∈ {0, 1} : switch on request on the DSP from a
higher-level module (impulse command);

switchOff ∈ {0, 1} : switch off request on the DSP from
a higher-level module (impulse command);

switched ∈ {0, 1} : last request received from a higher-
level module (internal memory); value 0 if the last
request is to switch the DSP off, value 1 otherwise;

tension ∈ {0, 1} : presence of tension in the circuit;
current ∈ {0, 1} : presence of current in the circuit;
analyzIm ∈ {NULL, NORMAL, HOTSPOT} : analysis per-

formed by the analyzer (value HOTSPOT if a hot spot
is detected, value NORMAL if no hot spot is detected,
value NULL otherwise);

faultSwitch ∈ {0, 1} : fault on the switch;
faultCircuit ∈ {0, 1} : fault on the circuit;
faultAnalyzer ∈ {0, 1} : fault on the analyzer;
receivIm ∈ {NORMAL, HOTSPOT} : content of the image

received (value HOTSPOT if it contains a hot spot,
value NORMAL if it does not).

Variables switchOn, switchOff, switched, tension,
current, and analyzIm are observable (variables in O ⊂
S ). Other variables are not: faults are not directly detected
and the content of received images is not directly known.

Control variables (C) The outputs of the controller cor-
respond to updates of the controller internal memory, to
commands sent to the system, and to signals giving the
status of the DSP and hot spot detections:

switch ∈ {0, 1} : command to the internal memory avail-
able via state variable switched;

cmdTension ∈ {0, 1} : command in tension applied via
the switch of the DSP;

running ∈ {0, 1} : DSP running status, sent to the higher-
level module (value 1 if the DSP is switched on and
runs correctly, value 0 otherwise;

failing ∈ {0, 1} : DSP failing status, sent to the higher-
level module (value 1 if it does not run correctly,
value 0 otherwise);

hotSpot ∈ {0, 1} : detection of a hot spot.

Dependency graph The second modeling step consists
in defining the dependency graph (Figure 2), which gives
a graphical view of the way the previous variables influ-
ence each other. This graph looks like representations
used in the SCADE graphical language [7]. The differ-
ences are that the controller part is unknown initially, and
that the dependence between the input and the output of a
box is relational (not necessarily functional), that is an in-
put can induce several outputs. In Figure 2, special boxes
labeled with pre allow the value of a state variable at a

previous step to be accessed. For instance, Figure 2 ex-
presses that the tension at the next step depends on the
tension at the previous step, on the command in tension
applied via the switch, and on the presence of a fault on
the switch.
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Figure 2. DSP control problem: dependency graph

Initialization relation (I) The initial values of the dif-
ferent state variables are constrained as follows:

¬(switchOn ∧ switchOff) (1)

¬switched, ¬tension, ¬current, analyzIm = NULL (2)

These constraints mean that initially, signals switchOn
and switchOff cannot be true simultaneously and the
DSP is off (no tension, no current, no image analyzed).

Transition relation (T ) Transition relation T must de-
fine, for every “box” B in Figure 2, the possible outputs
of B given the inputs of B. For instance, it must spec-
ify the possible values of state variable analyzIm given
the values of receivIm, current, and faultAnalyzer.
Transition relation T is expressed by the following set of
constraints:

switchOn and switchOff :

¬(switchOn ∧ switchOff) (3)

switched :

switched = switch (4)

tension :

¬faultSwitch→ (tension = cmdTension) (5)

(pre(tension) ∧ cmdTension)→ tension (6)

(¬pre(tension) ∧ ¬cmdTension)→ ¬tension (7)

current :

current ≡ (tension ∧ ¬faultCircuit) (8)



analyzIm :

¬current→ (analyzIm = NULL) (9)

faultAnalyzer→ (analyzIm = NULL) (10)

(current ∧ ¬faultAnalyzer)→ (analyzIm = receivIm)(11)

Constraint 3 expresses that switchOn and
switchOff cannot be received simultaneously (kind
of correlation between switchOn and switchOff).
Constraint 4 expresses that state variable switched is
directly controlled by command switch. State variable
switched acts as an internal memory allowing the
controller to record whether the last switch command
received is a switch on or a switch off. Constraint 5
expresses that if there is not fault on the switch, then
the tension in the circuit equals the command in tension
applied via the switch. Constraint 6 (resp. 7) expresses
that if there was tension (resp. no tension) at the previous
step and a tension command (resp. no command) on the
switch, then there is still tension (resp. no tension) at
the next step. In other cases, all values of state variable
tension are possible. Constraint 8 expresses that there
is current if and only if there is tension and no fault in the
circuit. Last, constraints 9 to 11 specify the evolution of
analyzIm.

Feasibility of controller outputs (F) In this context,
the following feasibility constraints can be imposed. They
act as a partial initial specification of the controller, im-
posing or forbidding some outputs in some given states:

switch :

pre(switchOn)→ switch (12)

pre(switchOff)→ ¬switch (13)

(¬pre(switchOn) ∧ ¬pre(switchOff))→

(switch = pre(switched)) (14)

cmdTension :

no feasibility constraint

failing and running :

running ≡ (pre(switched) ∧ pre(tension) ∧ pre(current)

∧ (pre(analyzIm) = pre(receivIm))) (15)

failing ≡ ((pre(tension) , pre(switched))

∨ (pre(current) , pre(tension))

∨ (pre(switched) ∧ (pre(analyzIm) = NULL)) (16)

¬(running ∧ failing) (17)

pre(switched)→ (running ∨ failing) (18)

(pre(switched) ∧ ¬pre(faultSwitch) ∧ ¬pre(faultCircuit)

∧ ¬pre(faultAnalyzer))→ running (19)

failing→ (pre(faultSwitch) ∨ pre(faultCircuit)

∨ pre(faultAnalyzer)) (20)

hotSpot :

hotSpot ≡ (running ∧ pre(analyzIm) = HOTSPOT) (21)

(pre(receivIm) = HOTSPOT ∧ running)→ hotSpot (22)

hotSpot→ (pre(receivIm) = HOTSPOT) (23)

Constraints 12 to 14 together provide a functional def-
inition of output switch. Constraints 15 and 16 give
properties to be satisfied at each step by running and
failing. Constraints 17 and 18 specify that running
and failing cannot be true simultaneously and that if
the DSP is switched on, they are not both false. Con-
straint 19 expresses that if the DSP should be on and no
fault is present, then runningmust be true. Constraint 20
expresses that if failing equals true, then there neces-
sarily exists a fault in the DSP.

Safety properties (PS ) The control problem defined is
a safety-oriented control problem (M, PS ), with PS (the
safety relation) defined by the following set of constraints:

(¬faultSwitch ∧ ¬faultCircuit ∧ ¬faultAnalyzer

∧ switched)→ (analyzIm = receivIm) (24)

(¬switched ∧ ¬faultSwitch)→ (analyzIm = NULL) (25)

Constraint 24 expresses that if the DSP is on and no
fault appears, then the analysis performed by the DSP
must be correct. Constraint 25 expresses that if the DSP
should be switched off and there is no fault on the switch,
then no image is analyzed.

3.2 Controller synthesized
We ran our experiments on a Xeon processor 2GHz,

1GB RAM. Using variables and constraints defined previ-
ously, algorithm SB (Simulate and Branch) implemented
in Dyncode synthesizes a solution controller instanta-
neously, in 120ms. The controller produced is memo-
ryless (N = 0) and induces 30 reachable observations
(hence 30 mappings of the form o → c). When writ-
ten in a compact form as a Binary Decision Diagram
(BDD [5]), it uses only 59 BDD nodes. On the solution
found, it can be noticed that the controller always chooses
cmdTension = switch (even if it could have been, this
information was not given in the initial model).

4 Case #2: connexions control problem

The second case study considered concerns the con-
trol of connexions between an observation instrument and
the mass memory of a satellite. As shown in Figure 3,
the observation instrument is composed of a set of lines
of detectors. Each detector line can be connected to some
compressors (COMs), responsible for compressing data
produced by detector lines. Each compressor can then be
connected to a set of memory banks in the mass mem-
ory of the satellite. In order to be able to write data in
the mass memory, a detector line must be connected to a
COM which is itself connected to a memory bank. The



objective is to build a controller allowing every detector
line to write data in the mass memory, even in presence of
a certain number of faulty COMs or in presence of a cer-
tain number of unavailable (full) memory banks. In other
words, the controller to be synthesized must be able both
to configure connexions initially and to reconfigure them
in case of changes in equipment availability.

Detector lines of COM 4

d3

d2

d1

COM 1

COM 2

COM 3

the observation
instrument COMs (compressors)

Memory banks

Figure 3. Connexions control problem

Data describing a specific physical architecture and
failure cases considered can be defined as follows:

ND : number of detector lines in the instrument;
NC : number of COMs (memory compressors);
NM : number of memory banks;
ConnectedDC : detectors/COMs connexion matrix

(ConnectedDC[d, c] = 1 if there exists a connection
between detector line d and COM c, 0 otherwise);

ConnectedCM : COMs/memory banks connexion matrix
(ConnectedCM[c, m] = 1 if there exists a connection
between COM c and memory line m, 0 otherwise);

MaxComFail : maximum number of COMs failures;
MaxMemUnavail : maximum number of memory banks

unavailable.
In the following, d (resp. c, m) denotes an arbitrary ele-
ment in [1..ND] (resp. [1..NC], [1..NM]).

4.1 Control model and control problem
State variables (S ) The state of the subsystem consid-
ered can be described using the following state variables:

dout[d] ∈ [0..NC] : index of the COM to which detector
line d is connected (value 0 if the detector line is not
connected to any COM);

cout[c] ∈ [0..NM] : index of the memory bank to which
COM c is connected (value 0 if the COM is not con-
nected to any memory bank);

cfail[c] ∈ {0, 1} : presence of a failure on COM c;
mavail[m] ∈ {0, 1} : availability of memory bank m

(value 1 if data can be written in m, 0 otherwise);
newconf ∈ {0, 1} : presence of a new configuration for

the system considered (new fault on a COM or
change in the availability status of a memory bank);

cwriting[c] ∈ {0, 1} : capacity of COM c to write data
in the mass memory in the current configuration;

dwriting[d] ∈ {0, 1} : capacity of detector line d to
write in memory in the current configuration;

running ∈ {0, 1} : capacity for all detector lines to write
data in the mass memory in the current configuration
(valid behavior of the whole system).

We define the set of observable variables as O =

{dout[d] | d ∈ [1..ND]} ∪ {cout[c] | c ∈ [1..NC]} ∪
{cfail[c] | c ∈ [1..NC]} ∪ {mavail[m] |m ∈ [1..NM]}
(first four sets of variables). Note that the other variables
could be considered as observable, since constraints im-
posed thereafter induce a functional dependency between
these other variables and variables in O.

Control variables (C) Two kinds of commands can be
used to configure/reconfigure connexions:

cmddout[d] ∈ [−1..NC] : connexion command on the
output of detector line d (value −1 if no new con-
nexion command, value 0 for a command of non-
connexion, value c ≥ 1 for connexion to COM c);

cmdcout[c] ∈ [−1..NM] : connexion command on the
output of COM c (value −1 if no new connexion
command, value 0 for a command of non-connexion,
value m ≥ 1 for connexion to memory bank m).

Dependency graph Figure 4 gives the dependencies be-
tween the previous state and control variables.

C S
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pre
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pre
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Figure 4. Connexions control: dependency graph

Initialization relation (I)
newconf ∧ ¬running (26)

∀d ∈ [1..ND], dout[d] = 0 ∧ ¬dwriting[d] (27)

∀c ∈ [1..NC], cout[c] = 0 ∧ ¬cwriting[c] ∧ ¬cfail[c] (28)

∀m ∈ [1..NM], mavail[m] (29)



Transition relation (T ) The constraints expressing the
dependence between inputs and outputs of boxes in the
state part of Figure 4 are defined below:

dout[.] : ∀d ∈ [1..ND]

(cmddout[d] , −1)→ (dout[d] = cmddout[d]) (30)

(cmddout[d] = −1)→ (dout[d] = pre(dout[d])) (31)

cout[.] : ∀c ∈ [1..NC]

(cmdcout[c] , −1)→ (cout[c] = cmdcout[c]) (32)

(cmdcout[c] = −1)→ (cout[c] = pre(cout[c])) (33)

cwriting[.] : ∀c ∈ [1..NC]

cwriting[c] ≡ (¬cfail[c] ∧ mavail[cout[c]])) (34)

(with convention mavail[0] = false)

dwriting[.] : ∀d ∈ [1..ND]

dwriting[d] ≡ cwriting[dout[d]] (35)

(with convention cwriting[0] = false)

newconf :

newconf ≡ ((∃c ∈ [1..NC], cfail[c] , pre(cfail[c]))

∨ (∃m ∈ [1..NM], mavail[m] , pre(mavail[m]))) (36)

cfail[.] :

∀c ∈ [1..NC], pre(cfail[c])→ cfail[c] (37)

card{c ∈ [1..NC] | cfail[c]} ≤ MaxComFail (38)

mavail[.] :

∀m ∈ [1..NM], (pre(mavail[m]) ∧ (∀c ∈ [1..NC],

pre(cout[c]) , m))→ mavail[m] (39)

card{m ∈ [1..NM] | ¬mavail[m]} ≤ MaxMemUnavail (40)

running :

running↔ (∀d ∈ [1..ND], dwriting[d]) (41)

Constraints 30 to 33 express that connexion com-
mands succeed. Constraint 34 specifies that a COM can
write in the mass memory if and only if it is not faulty and
connected to an available memory bank. Constraint 35
specifies that a detector line can write is the mass memory
if and only if it is connected to a COM that can write in
the mass memory. Constraint 36 expresses that a new con-
figuration appears in case of change in the failure status of
a COM or in the availability status of a memory bank. A
COM failure is permanent (constraint 37). The number
of faulty COMs is less than MaxComFail (constraint 38).
If a memory bank m is available at a given step and no
COM is writing in m, then m is still available at the next
step (constraint 39). Also, the number of memory banks
unavailable is less than threshold MaxMemUnavail (con-
straint 40). Last, the system is running if and only if every
detector line can write in the mass memory of the satellite
(constraint 41).

Feasibility relation (F)
pre(running)→ (∀d ∈ [1..ND], cmddout[d] = −1) (42)

pre(running)→ (∀c ∈ [1..NC], cmdcout[c] = −1) (43)

∀c ∈ [1..NC], card{d ∈ [1..ND] | cmddout[d] = c} ≤ 1 (44)

∀m ∈ [1..NM], card{c ∈ [1..NC] | cmdcout[c] = m} ≤ 1 (45)

∀d ∈ [1..ND], ∀c ∈ [1..NC], (cmddout[d] = c)

→ (ConnectedDC[d, c] ∧ ¬pre(cfail[c])) (46)

∀c ∈ [1..NC], ∀m ∈ [1..NM], (cmdcout[c] = m)

→ (ConnectedCM[c, m] ∧ pre(mavail[m])) (47)

∀d ∈ [1..ND]

cmddout[d] , 0 (48)

(cmddout[d] = −1)→ (∀c ∈ [1..NC],

((pre(dout[d]) = c)→ ¬pre(cfail[c]))) (49)

∀c ∈ [1..NC]

∀d ∈ [1..ND], (cmddout[d] = c)→ (cmdcout[c] , 0

∧ ((cmdcout[c] = −1)→ (pre(cout[c]) , 0))) (50)

(pre(cfail[c]) ∧ pre(cout[c]) , 0)→ (cmdcout[c] = 0) (51)

(pre(cfail[c]) ∧ pre(cout[c]) = 0)→ (cmdcout[c] = −1) (52)

(pre(cout[c]) , 0 ∧ cmdcout[c] = −1)→ pre(cwriting[c]) (53)

Constraints 42 and 43 impose that no reconfiguration
must be made when the system is running correctly. Con-
straints 44 and 45 express that it is forbidden to produce
connexion commands inducing several uses of the same
resource. Constraints 46 and 47 express that connexions
must be consistent with physical links available in the ar-
chitecture and that connexions must not be made towards
unavailable equipments. Constraints 48 and 49 respec-
tively forbid a connexion command for a detector line to
be null and restrict cases where it can equal −1. Con-
straint 50 enforces that a COM used by a detector line
must be connected to the memory. Constraints 51 and 52
ensure that a faulty COM is not connected to the memory
at the next step. Last, constraint 53 restricts cases in which
the connexion command sent to a COM can equal −1.

Safety properties (PS )
∀c ∈ [1..NC], card{d ∈ [1..ND] | dout[d] = c} ≤ 1 (54)

∀m ∈ [1..NM], card{c ∈ [1..NC] | cout[c] = m} ≤ 1 (55)

∀c ∈ [1..NC], (∀d ∈ [1..ND], dout[d] , c)→ (cout[c] = 0) (56)

¬newconf → running (57)

Constraint 54 specifies that two detector lines cannot
be connected to the same COM. Constraint 55 is similar.
Constraint 56 imposes that an unused COM must not be
connected to any memory bank. The main safety con-
straint to be satisfied is constraint 57: it specifies that at
any step, if no new configuration appears, then the whole
system must be running correctly.

4.2 Controller synthesized
We consider the instance shown in Figure 3

(ND = 3, NC = 4, NM = 8, and matrices ConnectedDC and
ConnectedCM specified as in Figure 3). Table 1 gives
the results obtained with Dyncode for MaxComFail = 1
(at most one COM failure) and for different values of
MaxMemUnavail. These results show that the time nec-
essary to build a controller, which is paid only offline,



highly depends on MaxMemUnavail. This result is due to
a combinatorial explosion of the number of possible sce-
narios when MaxMemUnavail increases. Controller syn-
thesis can therefore handle situations involving a certain
number of failures. A possible way to overcome this lim-
itation could be to use the controllers produced offline for
reactive reconfiguration in “standard failure cases”, and to
use a dedicated online algorithm in case of numerous fail-
ures. In terms of memory size, the controllers produced
are quite compact (third column).

MaxMemUnavail CPU time (s) Controller size NbObs
(nb BDD nodes)

0 0.04 336 9
1 0.30 1696 276
2 4.22 3751 2699
3 48.20 7519 16079
4 ≥ 3h - -

Table 1. Results for the connexions control
problem (NbObs: number of observa-
tions corresponding to reachable states
induced by the controller)

5 Related work and perspectives

This paper presented a methodology and the resolu-
tion of two case studies for controller synthesis in the con-
text of autonomous systems.

In terms of kinds of requirements imposed, the frame-
work used is able to handle safety properties and goal
reachability properties. Some existing controller synthe-
sis frameworks can deal with more general properties. For
example, Anzu and RATSY [9, 11] can deal with a subpart
of LTL called Generalize Reactive(1) design. It should
however be stressed that Anzu and RATSY only consider
completely observable systems, whereas the approach we
use can deal with partial observability. Also, compared
to UPPAL-TiGA [2], the approach proposed is more ex-
pressive on some points, but not yet appropriate to effi-
ciently handle temporal aspects. Time could be modeled
by adding temporal variables/clocks in the set S of state
variables, but the synthesis algorithm used in Dyncode
would then probably be less efficient than dedicated tech-
niques on timed-automata, such as the use of the region
automata.

Compared to existing controller synthesis frame-
works, the main contribution is actually the constraint-
based nature of the approach. Constraints are useful first
to ease the modeling task, and second for efficiency rea-
sons. For example, dedicated constraint programming al-
gorithms available in Gecode (and in most constraint pro-
gramming engines) have been useful to efficiently handle
cardinality constraint in the second case study.

Last, in pratice, even if controller synthesis is claimed
to produce controllers valid by construction, there can still
be errors in the initial specification. The modeler could
therefore be interested in re-checking the controllers pro-
duced. Simulation techniques allowing the modeler to
play the control could be used, as well as techniques al-
lowing a structured (and easier to read) controller to be
returned. In another direction, when no solution controller
is found, it would be useful to identify an inconsistent ker-
nel of the model, that is a small set of constraints inducing
inconsistency.
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